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QUESTION 1

What are the three future types of supply planned orders that GOP can consider? (Choose three.) 

A. Transfer Planned Orders 

B. Buy Planned Orders 

C. Scrap Planned Orders 

D. Rework Planned Orders 

E. Make Planned Order 

Correct Answer: ABE 

Future supply can include the supply that results from planned orders of three types: make, buy, or transfer. 

 

QUESTION 2

Identify the task that the seeded Warehouse Operator role can perform. 

A. monitor and release sales orders for picking in the warehouse 

B. search for a pick slip and confirm it 

C. process and confirm outbound shipments 

D. generate outbound shipping documentation 

E. generate pick slips for picking material for outbound material movement 

Correct Answer: B 

The warehouse operator does the following work: 

Pick loads, including monitoring and performing the picking activity, and create pick slips for outbound 

shipments, replenishment, and requisition. 

Search for a pick slip and confirm the pick slip in a single action. 

 

QUESTION 3

You are in the process of setting up a constraint that prohibits update to an extensible flexfield in a fulfillment line if Ship
From Warehouse is X and the fulfillment line is booked. You are able to see the extensible flexfield on the "Manage
Constraint Entities" page but not on the "Manage Processing Constraints" page. 

What could be the reason? 

A. The "generate packages" program was not submitted. 
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B. The "Publish extensible flexfield" process was not run. 

C. The extensible flexfield is not enabled. 

D. A "Record Set" needs to be created for the extensible flexfield to be visible on the "Manage Processing Constraints"
page. 

Correct Answer: D 

A record set is a group of records that are bound by common attribute values for the purpose of constraint evaluation.
You can define conditions and specify a record set to be validated for a given condition as defined by the validation
template. 

 

QUESTION 4

Your company is in the business of selling kitchen appliances. 

Which three entities can you include while defining pricing rules that control how Oracle Pricing Cloud calculates the
price for each time? (Choose three.) 

A. Shipping change lists 

B. Discount List 

C. Pricing Profile 

D. Pricing Strategy 

E. Cost List 

Correct Answer: ABE 

 

 

QUESTION 5

Your company wants to define different status conditions for fulfillment lines that have different categories assigned to a
single orchestration process in Order Management Cloud. 

Which two configurations would you perform to meet this requirement? (Choose two.) 

A. Define a fulfillment line status rule set for each category. 

B. Create a unique step for each category and assign different "next expected task statuses." 

C. Define orchestration process status values for each category. 

D. Assign the status catalog to the orchestration process. 

Correct Answer: CD 

An orchestration process is a predefined business process that coordinates the orchestration of physical goods and
activities within a single order and automates order orchestration across fulfillment systems. 
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